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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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5. Rules of the competition

a. Dancers will be allowed to enter as many events as they wish in their relevant age category.
b. The age category for solo events is the age of the person on the day of the event.
c. Each dance will be timed for a minimum of one minute.
d. U8, UlO, U12, as per normal dress regulations (NOTE: no stones, no glitter, no sparkles,
no tail suits). 12 and over - no restrictions.
e. Syllabus - Normal syllabus applies for under 12 age section.
f. Judging will be irrespective of the dancer's floor surface and footwear.
g. Judging will be irrespective of the timing shown, due to possible live feed delay.
h. Number cards must be worn. These will be available as a download once your entry
is confirmed. If you do not have a printer, you copy the number delivered by hand onto
card.
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6. Judging will be based on all round efficiency in the dance(s) performed. The existing format
of recalls, placings and results will be as per standard DPA events.
7. Each finalist will be sent a digital certificate to award their participation and placing.
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8. The Dance Promoters Association’s decision in respect of all matters to do with the
competition will be final and no correspondence will be entered into.
9. You must be aware that this is a live event and as such certain elements are out of the
organiser's control.
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10. You will need a good internet connection.
Please visit https://www.speedtest.net/ while in the location you will be dancing in, and con
nected to the internet connection you will be using, and click go.
The test result should be a minimum of 5mbs download and 2-3mbs upload speed. Please be
aware that connection speeds will vary and the above test is only an indication of your con
nection speed and status at that time. It does not guarantee your connection.
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